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What is EURONEAR?

The EUROpean Near Earth Asteroid Research
> A project to increase the European contribution in NEA research;
> Born in 2006 at IMCCE Paris (by O. Vaduvescu and M. Birlan);
> Proposing to improve orbital and physical properties of NEAs;
> The dream to establish one or two dedicated telescopes in both
hemispheres was not fulfilled yet (understood our logo?)
> A collaborative project contributing to education and public outreach,
including amateurs and students collaborators and paper co-authors.
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The EURONEAR Consortium
> 14 nodes including more than 40 people from 8 EU countries and Chile.
Node leaders in yellow:
- Spain: ING La Palma (O. Vaduvescu) + IAC Tenerife (J. Licandro) +
IAA Granada (J. L. Ortiz) + CSIC-IEEC Barcelona (J. M. Trigo)
- France: IMCCE Paris (M. Birlan) + OCA Cote d’Azur (P. Bendjova)
- Italy: Padova (M. Lazzarin, observer node)
- UK: Armagh (D. Asher)

- Germany: TLS Tautenburg (B. Stecklum)
- Slovakia: Modra, Bratislava (A. Galad)
- Poland: Poznan (T. Kwiatkowski)
- Romania: AIRA Bucharest (M. Popescu) + Univ. Craiova (R. Constantinescu)
+ Technical Univ. Cluj-Napoca (D. Gorgan)
- Chile: UAUA Univ. of Antofagasta (E. Unda-Sanzana)
+ 30 collaborators (students & amateurs from Romania, ING, other countries)
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EURONEAR – Two Major Science Goals
A: Orbital amelioration via astrometry (since 2006)
1) Secure orbits of newly discovered PHAs and VIs
2) Recovery and follow-up of NEAs, PHAs and VIs in most need
of data (one-opposition objects)
3) Data mining existing imaging archives available online
4) Incidental survey work: discovery of hundreds MBAs and 9 NEAs!
B: Physical properties via photometry and spectroscopy:
light-curves, taxonomy, size, binarity, albedo, mass (since 2014)
Both goals require regular observing time (more difficult to obtain
and coordinate via normal time applications) or preferably one or two
telescopes permanently dedicated to NEO research in Europe.
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Observing runs within the EURONEAR network
1300+ NEAs observed from 5 countries with 20+ telescopes:
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

Cerro Tololo, Chile - Blanco 4m (2n 2011);
Isaac Newton Group, La Palma - WHT 4.2m (2011-2015 3n + few hrs D-time);
Isaac Newton Group, La Palma - INT 2.5m (40n 2009-2016 + 100h ToO time);
La Silla, Chile - ESO/MPG 2.2m with WFI camera (3n 2008);
TLS Tautenburg, Germany - Schmidt 2m with CCD (40n 2012-2016);
Las Campanas Observatory, Chile - Swope 1m (15n 2008);
Cerro Tololo, Chile - Yale 1m + 0.9m telescopes (15n 2008, 2014);
La Silla Observatory, Chile - ESO 1m (2n 2007, included in the FP7 proposal);
Cerro Armazones Observatory, Chile - 0.84m (1n 2007);
Haute Provence Observatory, France - 1.2m (15n 2007-2011);
Pic du Midi Observatory, France - T1m 1m (40n 2006-2015);
Teide Observatory, Tenerife - IAC80 and ESA-OGS 1m (65n 2015);
ORM Observatory, La Palma – Mercator 1.2m (15n 2014-2015);
Las Cumbres LCOGT Network – 1m and 2m (60h 2014-2015);
San Pedro de Atacama Observatory, Chile – SON/UAUA 0.5m (7n 2014);
AIRA Bucharest Observatory, Romania – 0.5m telescope (10n 2014-2015);
Argelander Institute for Astronomy, Bonn, Germany - 0.5m (10n 2011-2013);
Galati public outreach Observatory, Romania - 0.40m (100n 2011-2016);
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Bucharest Urseanu Observatory, Romania – 0.25+0.3m (50n 2006-2015).
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Publications based on observing runs
7 published papers (astrometry) based on 20+ observing runs:
1000+ observed NEAs, PHAs and VIs, few thousand incidental known
MBAs, few hundred MBA and few NEA discoveries with the INT.

1-2. “Observing NEAs with a small telescope”
> Major surveys overview, planning, data reduction, catalogs
> Sample run using the York Univ 0.6m telescope (Toronto)
> Romanian Astronomical Journal, Vaduvescu 2004 and 2005;
3. “EURONEAR: First Results”
> Two runs 1m telescopes France (Pic T1m and OHP 1.2m)
> Planning tools, reduction pipeline, astrometry QC (O-C calculator)
> P&SS 2008, Vaduvescu et al.
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Publications based on observing runs
4. “More than 160 NEAs observed in the EURONEAR network”
> Using eight 1-2m telescopes: INT 2.5m, ESO 2.2m,
OHP 1.2m, Swope 1m, CTIO 1m, Pic 1m, ESO 1m, OCA 0.85m
•> A&A 2010, Birlan et al., incl. 9 students/amateurs co-authors
5. ”EURONEAR – Recovery, follow-up and discovery of NEAs and MBAs
using large field 1-2 m telescopes”
> Using 3 larger field 1-2m telescopes: Swope 1m, ESO 2.2m, INT
2.5m, runs 2008-2010
> MBA and NEA observability statistics using 1-2m telescopes
> P&SS 2011, Vaduvescu et al., incl. 13 students/amateurs
> 150+ MPC/MPEC publications including NEAs & MBAs;
> 15 communications in international conferences students/amateurs;
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Publications based on observing runs
6. “739 observed NEAs and new 2-4 m survey statistics within the
EURONEAR network”
> 10 runs observed with 9 telescopes: Blanco 4m MOSAIC-2,
WHT 4.2m ACAM, INT 2.5m WFC, TLS Tautenburg 2m, OHP 1.2m,
Pic du Midi T1m, plus 3 small educational/amateur telescopes:
Bonn Univ 0.5m, Galati Obs 0.4m and Urseanu Obs 0.3m (Romania).
> P&SS 2013, Vaduvescu et al., including 24 students and amateurs from
Romania, Chile, Germany, France, UK, Iran
7. “First EURONEAR NEA discoveries from La Palma using the INT”
> Our first (incidental – in the NEA recovery fields) NEA discoveries,
first discovered from La Palma and with the INT!
> MNRAS 2015, Vaduvescu et al., including 20 students/amateurs reducers
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Future publications based on observing runs
8. 2014-2016: the SP, UK and NL TACs granted me in total 150h INT
ToO (1h/night override time, mostly in “soft” mode) to recover ~200
one-opposition (half all known objects) very faint NEAs (V=22-23.5).
Includes a team of amateurs and students (data reducers) carefully
blinking all frames (4 CCDs / WFC field FOV 34’) some at S/N=2-3!
> To generate one paper in 2016 and include 10 students/amateurs;
9. In 2014-2015 EURONEAR was granted ~40 nights on Mercator 1.2m,
INT 2.5m, LCOGT 1-2m network and WHT 4.2m, for physical properties
of NEAs (photometry ~40 objects and spectroscopy ~60 objects);
> To generate two papers in 2016 and include 10 students/amateurs;
10. In Feb-Jul 2015 the IAC+ESA granted 50+ nights to EURONEAR
for photometry of NEAs (IAC80 + ESA-OGS 1m telescopes in Teide);
The Romanian amateur Radu Cornea raised 5000 EUR private
sponsorship from his natal Sibiu city, to attend this first longer (6 mths)
observing mission (40 objects, partially supported by IAC and ING);
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> To become a paper in 2017 and possibly Radu’s future BSc thesis
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Publications based on data mining
4 published papers (astrometry) based on data-mining of image archives
500+ NEAs and PHAs were (p)recovered and many arcs extended
1. “EURONEAR: Data mining of asteroids and NEAs”
> Introducing PRECOVERY server (online in 2008)
> Application on the Bucharest Observatory plate archive (13,000 plates)
> AN 2009, Vaduvescu et al., including 2 student amateurs

2. “Mining the CFHT Legacy Survey for known NEAs”
> 25,000 MegaCam mosaic CFHT images (2003-2009)
> 143 NEAs and PHAs found and reported from 508 images;
> AN 2011, Vaduvescu et al., including 6 students and amateurs
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Publications based on data mining
3. “Mining the ESO WFI and INT WFC archives for known NEAs.
Mega-Precovery software“ (online in 2010)
> 330,000 ESO/MPG 2.2m WFI and INT 2.5m WFC images (1998-2009);
> 152 NEAs and PHAs found in 761 images reported to MPC;
> Prolonged orbits and new opposition recoveries for 30 objects;
> In 2010 we introduced MEGA-PRECOVERY server and Mega-Archive:
– 66 instrument archives (ESO, CADC, NOAO, SMOKA, ING
collections, etc) counting now 7 million images to query online!
> There is only one other such server in the world (CADC's SSOIS)
but Mega-Precovery appeared first (2 years before SSOIS);
> AN 2013, Vaduvescu et al., co-authored by 13 students/amateurs;
> Few amateurs/students: Marcel Popescu (now professional astronomer),
Lucian Curelaru, Iulia Comsa (Romania) and Farid Chad (Chile) developed
Mega-Precovery server and databases under my supervision.
> This application and its associated Mega-Archive are growing daily!
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Future publications based on data mining
4. “Mining the Subaru SuprimeCam Archive for NEAs”
>
>
>
>
>
>

70,000 SuprimeCam mosaic images taken with Subaru 8m (1999-2012);
About 1000 known NEAs were searched on 5000+ candidate images!

Some 100 known NEAs were found/measured on 500+ images;
Additionally, we are scanning 100 selected SuprimeCam
fields for new NEAs to check the NEA statistics at faint magnitudes;
ACM2012 meeting in Japan (poster), Vaduvescu et al;

To become a paper in 2016,

collaboration with 14 students/amateurs.

5. “Mega-Precovery the Mega-Archive, and their applications”
> To become a dedicated paper in 2016+, Vaduvescu et al.;
6. “VIMP, the Virtual Impactor Mega-Precovery eliminator”
> Project under development with the Romanian student astronomer
Bogdan Danila, probably to become a dedicated server and paper in 2016+
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Other topics and papers related to EURONEAR
Six papers related to asteroids, comets and MBCs lead by some
previous EURONEAR or other collaborators:
1. “Formation of asteroid pairs by rotational fission”
> Nature 2010, Pravec et al., including 3 of my former Chilean students;
2. “Binary asteroid population. 2. Anisotropic distribution of orbit
poles of small, inner main-belt binaries”
> Icarus 2011, Pravec et al. 2011, including 2 of my former students;
3. “Spectroscopic observations of new Oort cloud comet 2006 VZ13
and four other comets”
> MNRAS 2011, Gilbert et al, collaboration with my former Canadian
colleague P. Wiegert and his PhD student;
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Other topics and papers related to EURONEAR
Papers related to Main Belt Comets (MBCs) lead by EURONEAR
collaborators:
4. “Water-ice-driven Activity on Main-Belt Comet P/2010 A2 (LINEAR)?”
(Moreno et al., ApJ 2010)

5. “(596) Scheila in outburst: A probable collision event in the Main
Asteroid Belt” (Moreno et al., ApJ 2011)
6. “The dust environment of Main-Belt Comet P/2012 T1 PANSTARRS)”
(Moreno et al., ApJ 2013)
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Romanian and international premieres
1. 243 asteroids (DISCSTATUS, mostly MBAs) discovered with the
ESO/MPG 2.2m in Mar 2008 and INT 2009-2016 (including ~25
students/amateurs remote reducers);
2. First Romanian discoverers of asteroids (2008) lead by two Romanian
Diaspora astronomers with a team of 6 Romanian students and
amateurs reducing data remotely daily;
3. First asteroids discovered by Romanians named after passed away
Romanian astronomers and public outreach: (263516) Alexescu,

(257005) ArpadPal, (320790) Anestin, (330634) Boico and (346261) Alexandrescu;

and the process continues with others 4 recently proposed:

(450931) Coculescu, (358894) Demetrescu, (365761) Popovici, (369088) Marcus

4. First 10 Romanian students observers in Chile and Canary Islands;
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Romanian and international premieres
5. First Romanian discoverers of NEAs (2014-2015)
First secured 9 NEA discoveries from La Palma and using the INT:
2014LU14, 2014NL52 (very fast rotator), 2014OL339 (the 4th known
quasi-Earth satellite and 1st known Amor), 2014SG143 (big >1km),
2014VP, 2015HA117, 2015LT24, 2015VF65, and 2015VG66.
First Romanian discoverers of NEAs, lead by the most prolific
amateur Lucian Hudin (7 discoveries).
6. First ING student of Romanian origin (from a total of ~100 during
1998-2015) involved in EURONEAR (astrometry and photometry):
Vlad Tudor (MSc Leicester UK, now PhD student in Australia).
7. Many other Romanian students (Bucharest Magurele) EURONEAR
collaborators went to studies abroad: A. Tudorica, T. Badescu,
M. Badea (Bonn), R. Toma (Bonn; Armagh), D, Lacatus, A. Paraschiv
(Australia), I. Comsa, A. Dumitriu (UK), etc.
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Data reduction: astrometry
Software for image processing, field correction and source recognition:
> THELI (Erben, Schrimer, Dietrich et al, 2005):
- Applied to correct the field to improve the astrometry;
- Mandatory for PF large field cameras (INT-WFC, Blanco-MOSAIC);
> SDFRED for Subaru SuprimeCam (Ouchi, Yagi, 2002, 2004);
> Our own IRAF pipeline for image reduction (O. Vaduvescu);

> FIND_ORB – great! (B. Gray) and ORBFIT (A. Millani) for orbital fits;
> Astrometrica (H. Raab):
- Easy Windows tool used remotely by students and amateurs;
- Blink, detect (as low as S/N=3-4), classify, measure, QC check and
report all moving objects during next day by students & amateurs!
> Two MOPS under development (Romanian amateur and PhD student)
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Data reduction: photometry and spectroscopy
Software for photometric, light-curves and spectroscopic reduction:
> MPO Canopus (B.Warner)
> LIDAS (student V. Tudor) for preliminary fast reduction:
mostly automated Python/IRAF pipeline to generate light-curves;
> GETSPEC - spectral reduction pipeline in Octave (M. Popescu);
> M4AST - modeling asteroids spectra online (M. Popescu);
> Two manuals devoted to training new students and amateurs
(for Astrometrica and MPO Canopus) freely available on our website
(O. Vaduvescu)
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Epsilon-miu
orbital model

Simple orbital model to
distinguish between MBAs
and NEA candidates around
opposition based on their
proper motion (miu) and
Solar elongation (epsilon)
(Vaduvescu et al, 2011b)
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Samples of one-opposition NEA recoveries

One-opposition NEA search along the NEODyS uncertainty ellipse 2012 SW20
using Astrometrica (with track and stack capability) and DS9 (to plot the region)
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Samples of one-opposition NEA recoveries

One-opposition NEA recovery along the NEODyS uncertainty ellipse of
2004 RW10 (12 year old!) using Astrometrica (with track and stack) and DS9
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Samples of NEAs discovered by EURONEAR

First EURONEAR
NEA discovery:
2014 LU14
(Lucian Hudin)
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Samples of NEAs discovered by EURONEAR

Orbits of the first EURONEAR NEAs discovered in 2014 (Vaduvescu et al, 2015)
(all 9 discoveries are accessible on the EURONEAR site from left-side menu)
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Samples of NEAs discovered by EURONEAR

EURONEAR NEA discovery
by former ING and PhD
student Teo Mocnik
This very fast NEA
(15”/min) was lost due to
lack of follow-up time on
INT or other large field
telescope  while Europe
does not have any such
dedicated facility...
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Samples of NEA light-curves observed by EURONEAR

Very fast rotator P=4min 2014NL52 discovered by EURONEAR
(reducer Tomasz Kwiatkowski)
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Samples of NEA light-curves observed by EURONEAR
LIDAS pipeline written in Python and IRAF by student Vlad Tudor

Very fast rotator P=6min 2014 EK24 (student observer and reducer Radu Cornea)
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Samples of NEA light-curves observed by EURONEAR

NEA 2011 WK15 period reduced with MPO Canopus
(Radu Cornea and new students Marian Predatu and Amadeo Aznar)
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EURONEAR – Online Observing Tools
O-C CALCULATOR

O-C Quality Control tool for checking the astrometry residuals
(O. Vaduvescu, 2007, to be improved soon)
(all tools are accessible on the EURONEAR site from right-side menus)
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EURONEAR – Online Observing Tools
ASTCHK QC

ASTeroid CHecKer quality control tool for checking astrometric consistency
(amateur Lucian Hudin, 2014)
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EURONEAR – Online Observing Tools
PLANNING astrometry runs

PLANNING server for your follow-up/recovery astrometric observations using
Spaceguard list (new objects) or MPC recovery opportunities (one-opposition objects)
(amateur Iulia Comsa, M. Popescu, O. Vaduvescu, 2008)
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EURONEAR – Online Observing Tools

LONG-PLANNING photometry or spectroscopy runs

LONG-PLANNING for few nights NEA photometry or spectroscopy runs
(M. Popescu, et al., 2014, to be upgraded soon)
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EURONEAR – Online Observing Tools
PRECOVERY NEAs

Recover/precover all known NEAs in one given archive of images (CFHTLS, ESO/MPG,
INT/WFC, SUBARU/SuprimeCam, other free format)
(O. Vaduvescu, et al., 2008)
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EURONEAR – Online Observing Tools
MEGA-PRECOVERY NEAs

Mega-Precovery searching the Mega-Archive (now 7 million images and growing daily)
for one or a few known or new NEAs or other Solar System objects
(Marcel Popescu, Lucian Curelaru, et al., 2014, upgrading right now)
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EURONEAR – Online Observing Tools
FINDSUBARUCCD

Graphic tool to search the SuprimeCam mosaic camera for known NEAs along uncertainty
(M. Popescu, et al., 2014, to be extended soon to other major cameras)
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Conclusions and future work
> The EURONEAR results and publications were achieved
with extremely small funding from a few institutions, involving
many volunteer students and amateurs (most Romanians),
regular observing time applications and data mining of few
public imaging archives;
> Publications and counting:
- 11 published papers;
- 150+ MPC/MPEC circulars;
- 15 international conferences;
- other 6 published papers related (EURONEAR collaborators);
- 1300+ NEAs plus 10000+ MBAs observed (astrometry);
- 500+ NEAs data mined (astrometry);
- 100+ NEA light-curves observed since 2014;
- 60+ NEA spectra observed since 2014;
- 5 papers in work plus 2 new projects;
- involving 10+ PhD projects (Birlan, Kwiatkovski, Vaduvescu, etc).
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Conclusions and future work
> We need to increase the human resources:
- New remote volunteers to join our projects (data reduction,
data mining, software development, etc);
- New MSc/PhD theses co-supervised in EURONEAR projects
supported by universities, H2020 schemes, industry, sponsorship;
- Increase the mobility in the EU + Chile (ex. to send COST proposal);
> We need to improve the infrastructure:
- There are available 1-2m telescopes suitable for photometry;
- Larger 2-4m telescopes are required for spectroscopy;
- Existing larger field 2m telescopes are very good for NEO recovery,
follow-up and survey work; but 1m in my opinion are small today;
- At least one (preferably two in the North and South), larger field
(>0.5 deg), and preferably 2m-class (new or refurbished) are
needed in Europe for 100% dedicated NEA research!
> EURONEAR remains interested in collaboration with ESA.
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Thank you!

